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IN MEMORY OF CHARLES CONLEY 
An expansive isolated set of a diffeomorphism with nondegenerate periodic 
points has a rational zeta function. 0 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
We will reprove and extend Manning’s theorem that the zeta function c 
of a basic set Sz of an Axiom A diffeomorphism f is rational. Manning’s 
proof was combinatorial and depended on the symbolic dynamics arising 
from a Markov partition [M, F4]. The earlier results of Smale, Williams, 
and Guckenheimer made further assumptions on f in order to apply the 
Lefschetz formula [S, W, G]. A more recent treatment along these lines is 
due to Franks [Fr]. All these topological arguments are concerned with 
the orientation of the unstable bundles and they all assume f has no cycles. 
Our proof uses the Lefschetz formula and isolating blocks but neither sym- 
bolic dynamics nor bundles. 
Indeed all that we require for rationality is an isolated invariant set Z 
containing no degenerate periodic points such that Z is expansive. These 
properties are well known for a basic set: expansiveness follows from the 
uniform transversality of the stable and unstable manifolds and the other 
properties are part of the very definition. Of course many other invariant 
sets meet these requirements, since we assume no hyperbolicity. 
We recall some definitions. Suppose h: X+ X is a homeomorphism of a 
metric space. An open set UC X is isolating for h if the closed set 
z=n,,,f"e. is contained in U or, equivalently, no orbit that passes 
through aZJ is contained in 0. The invariant set Z is called isolated (or 
sometimes, locally maximal). A corresponding terminology is used for 
flows, see [Cl. 
One says h is expansioe if X is compact and the diagonal A c Xx X is 
isolated for the Cartesian square of h, h x h: Xx X-, Xx X. Equivalently, 
there is an E > 0 such that for any distinct points x,, x2 E X there is 
an n E E with dist(h”x,, h”x,) <E. In the latter case the open set 
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U= ((~~,~~)(dist(x~,x~)<~) is isolating and has Z= A as its maximal 
invariant set. 
Let Z be a compact invariant set for a C’ diffeomorphism f of a smooth 
boundaryless manifold M. We say that Z has nondegenerate periodic points 
if the graph of each iterate f *, n > 1, is transverse to the diagonal 
A c A4 x M along the subset A, = A n (Ix I). This means that the eigen- 
values of Df * at p E In Fix f * are not roots of unity. It is sufficient that all 
periodic points be hyperbolic. By the easy part of the Kupka-Smale 
theorem, a generic f has nondegenerate periodic points. 
If f 1 Z has nondegenerate periodic points then each set In Fix f * has 
finite cardinality N,. Following Artin-Mazur, we define the zeta function 
i, = exp(C N,n --It”) as a formal power series in the indeterminate t. When 
[ is the power series expansion of a rational function in t of the form 
Pl(t)/P2(t) where P,(t) are integral polynomials with constant term 1, we 
will say that 4’ is rational. This means simply that the sequence N,, is the dif- 
ference of two “polynomial” sequences each of the form Trace A” where A 
is an integral matrix. 
We have 
THEOREM. Let f be a C’ diffeomorphism of a smooth manifold M without 
boundary and Z a compact isolated invariant set for f with nondegenerate 
periodic points. Zf f ) Z is expansive then [, is rational. 
The proof of this theorem relies on an easy rationality result for 
Lefschetz zeta functions. Let f, Z be as in the definition of c,. For n 2 1, we 
let L, be the Lefschetz index of In Fix( f “), i.e., L, =C i,,(p), p~Zn 
Fix( f “), where i,(p) = sign det(Z- D, f “) = *I. Then the formal power 
series r, = exp(x L,,n-‘t”) is the Lefschetz zeta function of Z. It differs from 
c, only in that periodic points are counted with weights + 1 according to 
their Lefschetz index. We have 
LEMMA. Zf Z is isolated then rl is rational. 
Assuming the lemma, the theorem is proven as follows. Since f ( Z is 
expansive, A,= J is an isolated invariant set for the Cartesian square 
(f ( I) x (f ( I). Since Z is isolated for f; Ix Z is isolated for f x f (isolation 
is preserved by Cartesian products). It follows that J is isolated for f x f 
(isolation is transitive). Thus, by the lemma, 3, is rational. 
Clearly there is a natural correspondence of points p EZ~ Fix f n and 
points (p, p) E Jn Fix( f x f )“. The Lefschetz index multiplies under Car- 
tesian product so each (p,p) has index i,(p,p) = i,(p)- i,(p) = 1. Thus 
rJ = [,, so i, = cJ = rJ is rational, as desired. 
To prove the lemma it s&ices to produce a finitely triangulable pair 
(Y, 2) and r: Y+ Y with Zcint(r-‘2) so that the open set V= Y-Z is 
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isolating for r with maximal invariant set J such that the germ of r near J is 
the same as the germ off near I. For the Lefschetz index is defined locally, 
so r, = r,. By the Lefschetz formula [D] for r and r ) 2, L, = Trace A” - 
Trace B”, where A (resp. B) is the linear map induced by a cellular 
approximation to r on the even- (resp. odd-) dimensional integral sim- 
plicial chains of ( Y, Z). (Note that the Lefschetz index of (Fix r”) n Z is the 
same for r” and r” ( 2: use the commutativity of the Lefschetz index for the 
maps Z c N and r”: N + Z where N is a simplicial neighborhood of Z in 
r-‘Z.) Now a standard algebraic identity gives that 
&= exp c (Trace A” -Trace B”) n-‘t” 
n 
= det(l- tB) det(Z- tA)-’ 
is rational. 
To find the pair (Y, Z) and the map r, we suspend f: A4 + A4 to obtain a 
C’ flow cp on a manifold X and an isolated invariant set H, where H is the 
suspension off ) I. There is a fibration 8: X + S’ with fiber A4 = 13 - ‘( 1) and 
f is the monodromy for cp. By a theorem of Conley and Easton, H admits 
an isolating block N [CE]. By definition (using the variant of [MO] for 
convenience) N is a manifold with corners smoothly embedded in X such 
that: 
(1) int(N) isolates H. 
(2) The boundary dN is the union of two smooth submanifolds n, , 
n- with common boundary t=n+ nn- =an- =an+. 
(3) cp is transverse into N on n + and out of N on n _ . 
By perturbing 8 slightly outside a neighbourhood of Z we can assume 
that 1 E S’ is a regular value of 8 I N, 8 ( n- , and 8 1 z. Let 
Y = (@-I( 1) n N) u n _ , Z = n _ . Our regularity assumptions imply ( Y, Z) 
has a finite triangulation. Define r: Y + Y to be the identity on Z and to 
send PE V= Y-Z to the first point r(p) in Y on the positive trajectory 
through p. This return map r is easily seen to have the required properties. 
This proves the lemma and so finishes the proof of the theorem. 
To illustrate the theorem, let Z be an irrational subshift, i.e., a closed 
invariant subset of the shift homeomorphism of Fh with irrational zeta 
function, F some finite set of symbols. Then in any realization of Z as an 
invariant set of a generic diffeomorphism there exist whole orbits 
arbitrarily near Z but not in I. This is immediate since the theorem implies Z 
is not isolated. In a certain sense then an irrational subshift cannot be 
smoothed very well. Conversely we ask: does every sofic system (which is 
expansive with rational zeta function [CP] ) embed in a diffeomorphism as 
an isolated invariant set with nondegenerate periodic points? 
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We will conclude with some remarks that assume familiarity with 
homology with twisted coefficients as used in [F2, F3]. The above 
arguments immediately generalize to prove that the twisted zeta function of 
an expansive isolated set with nondegenerate periodic points is rational 
over the appropriate integral group ring. This generalizes the rationality 
result for basic sets of [Fl]. 
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